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Abstract

Linear array algorithms with one-way dataflow have many practical advantages, as well
as being of interest as a theoretical model of computation. This paper presents a one-way
linear array algorithm for the median filter (a two way algorithm is given by Fisher [4]).
A variation of the algorithm is shown to have optimal area. Positive and negative results
about the existence of one-way algorithms for more general filters are presented.



1- ~ Introduction

Algorithms for linear arrays of processors have been studied extensively from both a prac
tical and a theoretical point of view. Of particular interest are algorithms in which the
data moves exclusively in one direction, called one-way algorithms. One-way algorithms
have the following practical advantages [10].

• Faulty processors can be bypassed without affecting algorithm correctness.

• Successive problem instances can be pipelined to achieve optimum processor utiliza
tion.

• If not enough processors are available, the same result can still be obtained by recy
cling output data.

• One-way algorithms are usually simpler and easier to verify than their two-way coun
terparts.

From a theoretical point of view, the relative power of two-way versus one-way computation
is a difficult open question (see [2]).

The model of computation is a linear array consisting of some number, say n, of pro
cessors (cells), numbered from 1 to n. During a single time unit cell i (for i == 2, ... ,n - 1)
reads input from its neighbors (cells i -1 and i +1), performs a fixed number of arithmetic
operations, and generates output for each neighbor (to be read during the next time unit).
Cells 1 and n are special cases in that cell 1 reads input from an external host instead
of its left neighbor and cell n produces output for the external host instead of its right
neighbor. In a one-way algorithm cell i reads data only from its left neighbor, cell i-I
(or the external host), and produces output only for its right neighbor, cell i + 1 (or the
host). Several variations exist with respect to the memory capa.city of each cell. If the local
memory of each cell is fixed, the model is called a linear iterative array (see, e.g. [6] for
a discussion of language recognition problems on this model). Unless otherwise specified,
we assume that each cell has a fixed number of registers, with each register capable of
storing a number in the range i == 1, ... ,n. This assumption simplifies the description of
the algorithms (methods for avoiding the O(log n) bits per cell implicit in the assumption
are pointed out whenever possible). We also assume that data in each cell is initialized to
o (algorithms that require different cells to be initialized to different values can easily be
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transformed, using n extra time units, into ones where all data is initialized to the same
value [8,11]).

Previous results concerning two-way versus one-way algorithms are as follows .. In each
case the two way algorithm uses n cells and takes m time units .

• A two-way algorithm can be transformed into a one-way algorithm using O( m) cells
and taking O(m) time uni ts (note that m 2: n in the model). 1

• A two-way algorithm can be transformed into a one-way algorithm taking O(m) time
units on a circular array of n cells (see [3,8,11]).

Still open is whether the existence of a two-way algorithm implies the existence of a
one-way linear array algorithm using only O(n) cells when m ~ n. It is interesting to
consider computations where m is large simply because the amount of input and output
is large. This is the case with signal processing filters.

Definition" An f -filter of order n is a computation that transforms an infinite stream of
inputs xo, xl, .... into an infinite stream of outputs Yo, Yl, . . . , where

Yi == f( Xi, . • • , Xi-n+l, Yi-l' · . · ,Yi-n+l)

(assume Xi == Yi == 0 or some other suitable fixed value when i < 0) .. A finite I-filter is an
I-filter in which I does not depend on Yi-l,··· ,Yi-n+l.

For example, a median filter and an FIR filter are finite I-filters (where I is the k-1.h
largest of Xi, . • • ,Xi-n+l or a weighted sum of Xi, ... ,Xi-n+l, respectively), while an IIR
filter is an I-filter which is not finite (in this case f is a weighted sum of Xi, . . . ,Xi-n+l and

Yi-l, · .. · ,Yi-n+l).

Deflrrit iori, A fixed-throughput algorithm for an I-filter of order n is a linear array al
gorithm that, for some constant c, receives one Xi every c time units and outputs one Yi
every c time units. Moreover, Yi is produced after a delay of at most O(n) time units after
Xi is given as input.

Two-way fixed-throughput algorithms are known for the IIR filter [1] and the median
filter [4] [t hese algorithms assume that cell I does both input and output but can easily be
modified for our model), and a one-way fixed-throughput algorithm is known for the FIR
filter [9]. Section 2 gives a one-way fixed-throughput algorithm on a linear array for the
median filter. A modification of the algorithm is shown to have optimal area. Section 3
discusses the possibility of one-way fixed-throughput algorithms on linear arrays for other
I-filters, giving both a positive and a negative result:

1 A transformation requiring n(log n) bits per cell is given in [81. Transformations using a fixed number
of bits are possible. For example, one can transform from a two-way iterative to two way cellular array and
then to a one-way iterative array. The first transformation is easy, while the second is reported in [8] and
independently in [3].
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for i = 1 to input length do
read i-th input, Xi
global_data[i]:= FO(Xi)
for j = 1 to number of cells do

/* data[j] = data currently in cell j */
global_data[i]:= F(global_data[i], data[j])
data[j]:= G(global_data[i] , data[j])

end do
Yi:== F*(global data[i])
Yi is the i-th output

end do

Figure 1: Generic form for a one-way array algorithm

2 The Median Filter Algorithm

It is not difficult to show that anyone-way linear array algorithm can be expressed as
a doubly nested loop having the form shown in Figure 1. If F, Fo, F*, a.nd G can be
computed in constant time, any algorithm having this form can be converted into a one
way linear array algorithm. Iteration i,j of the inner loop is performed by cell j during
time unit i + j (note that the computation in iteration i,j of the inner loop depends only
on the results of the computations in iterations i,j -1 and i -l,j). The computation of Fo
and F* are simply a matter of encoding the input and decoding the output, respectively.
This can be done either by the host or by cells 1 and n.

A similar observation about the relationship between linear array and sequential algo
rithms is made by Ibarra, Palis, and Kim [7]. The idea of mapping iteration i,j into cell
j at time i + j is a special case of more general algorithmic transformations (see, e.g. [5]).

The two-way median filter algorithm maintains the set {Xi, . . . ,Xi-n+l} in sorted order
with cell k holding the k-th largest element. Let WI, ... , W n be the sorted sequence of
{~i-l, . · · , ~i-n} before Xi is read, and let Wi == Xi-n (note that, before Xo is read, us, = 0 for
i == l, ... ,n). The new sequence ofw's (w~, ... ,w~ == {Xi, ... ,Xi-n+l} in sorted order) is
generated by deleting Wi and inserting Xi into the proper position among the remaining w's.
Let h be the smallest index (other than l) for which Xi ~ Wh, i.e. Xi must be inserted to
the left of Wh to generate the new sequence. If l > h, Xi can be inserted while Wh, · .. , Wl-l

is shifted to the right. But if l < h, Wi+l, ... , Wh-I must be shifted to the left; this is where
Fisher's algorithm requires two-way dataflow.

The need for two way dataflow is avoided in our algorithm because the sequence
Wl, ..• ,Wn is allowed to shift one position to the right after each new input. While the se
quence shifts right, unoccupied cells to the left of WI can be used to maintain a backup copy
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of the most recent inputs, also in sorted order. The algorithm uses 2n cells and is described
in detail in Figure 2. At the beginning of iteration i of the outer loop cells 1 through
n + d (where d == i mod n) contain VI, .•. ,Vd,Wt, 00. ,Wn , respectively, where Vt,. 0 0 ,Vd is
the backup copy~ Xi-l,ooo,Xi-d in sorted order, and Wl, •• o,Wn is Xi-l, .•• ,Xi-n in sorted
order. The i-th iteration inserts Xi among the v's and among the w's, replacing ui; := ~i-n

(note that Zi-n does not appear among the v's). When d := n - 1 the insertion of Xi leaves
Vl, ••• ,Vd == Wl, ••• ,wn ; both are {Xi, •.. ,Xi-n+l} in sorted order. Thus, the v's can now
take over the role of the w's. After every n iterations the backup copy becomes the working
sequence of w's.

Some minor points that need to be clarified are as follows .

• The current value of d can be computed by maintaining a mod n counter in cellI .

• To detect when the data in cell j is Xi-n each data item is given an age attribute.
As global_data[i] moves across cell i, the age of data[j] is incremented. If the age
reaches n, the item is known to be Xi-n0

The algorithm of Figure 2 computes a median filter of order n in area O(-n(logn + s)),
where s is the number of bits in each input data item. This can be reduced to O( ns),
as follows. The only two uses of mod n counters are to indentify cells d, d + k + 1, and
d + n and to maintain ages. The first use can be avoided if cells 1, k + 1, and n are given
mod n counters, used to regenerate moving flags that identify cells d, d + k + 1 and d + n,
respectively. The second use can be avoided if the i-th input is the pair Xi, Xi-n0 This can
be accomplished by duplicating the input and sending one copy through a length n FIFO
queue, with area O( n.s) (Fisher assumes the existence of such a queue when calculating the
area of the two way algorithm [4]). Note also that when s is o(logn) we can compute the
median filter using 28 cells. The j-th cell counts the number of elements of {Xi, .•• , Xi-n+l}

that are less than or equal to j D Area is 0(2"' log n)'1 but this approach requires the FIFO
queue preprocessor mentioned above for O( ns) total area. The following theorem shows
that we cannot do better.

Theorem 1 Any order n median filter handling data items s bits long requires area f2(ns).

Proof. There are 2n 8
/
2 distinct possible sequences of the first n/2 inputs. Suppose the

bits stored after X n/2 enter the array fail to distinguish between two of these sequences, say
al, · . · , an / 2 and b1 , . · D , bn / 2. Then there exists j such that the mul tiset {aj, ... , an /2} is not
identical to the multiset {b j , ,bn / 2 } . If k == n/2 it is easy to choose X n/2+1, • • • , Xn+j-l so
that the k-th largest of {aj, , an /2, Xn/2+1, .. D ,Xn+j-l} is not the same as the k-th largest
of {bj, ... ,bn/2 , xn / 2+1, ... ,Xn+j-l}. Such a. choice would result in two different values of
Yn+j-l. Thus, the bits stored in the array must distinguish all possible sequences of the
first n/2 inputs, which requires at least log2(2 n s

/
2

) == ns/2 bits. 0
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for i == 0 to 00 do
/* note: here global_data[i] includes new, carry, result, and d */
new:== carry:== Xi; d:== i mod n; result:== 0

/* current sequence of data is VI, ... ,Vd, WI, ••. ,Wn ;

Wh and WI are as defined in the text */
for j == 1 to d do

/* data[j] == Vi, carry == Vj-I (Xi if Xi < Vi-lor j == 1) */
if carry ~ data[j] then swap carry, data[j] endif

end do

/* data[d + 1] == WI, carry == v« (Xi if Xi < v« or d == 0) */
swap carry, data[d + 1]

for j == d + 2 to d + n do
/* data[j] == Wj-d,

carry == Wj-d-l (0 if j - d > l),
new == Xi if j - d ~ h,

Wi-d-2 if h < j - d ~ l,
Wj-d-l if j - d > I and j - d > h

result == k-th largest of {Xi' ... ' Xi-n+l} if j - d > k + 1 */

/* carry is used to shift WI, ... ,Wl-I one cell to the right */
if carry == Xi-n then data[j]:== 0 endif
if carry # 0 then swap carry, data[j] endif

/* new is used to shift Wh, ... ,Wn one unit to the right
(and to insert Xi before Wh);

note: if h < l, Wh, ... ,Wl-l get shifted twice. */
if new 2: data[j] then swap new, data[j] endif

/* data[j] == wj-d-l at this point */
if j == d + k + 1 then result:== data[j] endif

end do

j* carry == 0, new == W n (Xi if Xi < w n ) */
data[d + n + 1]:== new

end do

Figure 2: One-way median filter algorithm



3 Generalizations to Other Filters

It is not hard to see that the median filter algorithm generalizes to other finite I-filters that
are easily computed when the set {Xi, . . . ,Xi-n+l} is presented in sorted order. An example
is Yi = 22']=1 aiwi, i.e, a weighted sum of the elements in sorted order (the median filter
is the special case where ak == 1 and all other ai's are 0). A more precise generalization
is given by the following result, which can be proved using a modification of the median
filter algorithm.

Theorem 2 A finite f-filter 0/ order n can be computed in fized-throughput on a linear

array if f(Zi, ... ,Xi-n+l) == g(Wt, ... ,wn,at, ... ,an ) , where Wt, ... ,Wn is {Xi, ... ,Xi-n+t}
sorted by any key that can be computed in constant time, at,. 0 • ,an are constants, and

9 is real-time computable on a RAM with constant space when the j -th input is the pair

(aj,wj).

Note that under the conditions of the theorem, the j-th step in the computation of
Yi == f(Xi'. 0.' Xi-n+l) can be simulated in cell d + j + 1 (where d == i mod n)o The only
additiona! modification is that the sequence at, ... , an must be stored in cells 1, ... ,n. A
copy of the sequence shifts right during every iteration of the outer loop and is regenerated
in cell 1 every n-th iteration, It is not known whether this result can be extended to all
I-filters that have two-way fixed-throughput algorithms.

Infinite I-filters are more difficult to implement on one-way linear arrays. Two-way
dataflow appears to be necessary to ensure that all of Yi-l, 0. 0' Yi-n+l are encountered dur
ing the computation of Yi (as in the two-way IIR filter algorithm [1]). The following theorem
applies specifically to IIR filters, given by the formula Yi == L:j::~ ajXi-j + L:j~i bjYi-j.

Theorem 3 Any order n IIR filter algorithm in which the computation of Yi depetuls

explicitly on previously computed intermediate results bjYi-j (for j == 1, ... , n - 1) takes

time fl(mn) to produce m outputs on a one-way linear array with O(n) cells

Proof. The conditions of the theorem give a partial order -< on the intermediate compu
tations (A -< B if B depends explicitly on the previous computation of ~4). In a one-way
linear algorithm A -< B means that ~4 cannot be computed later than B or in a cell to the
right of where B is computed. Since Yo -< Yl -< ... and there are O( n) cells, there exist i o
and Co such that for all i 2: i«. Yi is computed in cell con.

Now consider (for any i 2: i o + n) all intermediate results of the form bjYi-k, where
1::; j::; n -1 and j:::; k ~ n. There are n(n + 1)/2 -12: n 2 / 2 (assuming n 2:: 2) such
results and for each of them we have Yi-n -< bjYi-k -< Yi. Since each cell can compute at
most C (for some constant C) intermediate results during a single time unit and all of
these results must be computed in cell con, at least n 2 / 2C time units must elapse between
the computation of Yi-n and that of Yi. When m 2: i« + n; the total number of time units
before Ym is produced is at least (mln)( n2 /2C). 0
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Note that the above argument specifically rules out any fixed-throughput topological
simulation (as defined by Culik and Yu [3], a topological simulation must preserve the
partial order of intermediate results computed) of the two-way IIR filter algorithm on a
one-way linear array (to be fixed-throughput an algorithm must produce m outputs in
time O(m + n)). Note also that the result can be generalized to other types of algorithms
and other I-filters: if there are p(n) intermediate results, each lying between Yi-n and Yi

with respect to -<, then the total time is O(m(p(n)/n)). This rules out, for the purposes
of one-way real-time implementation, any algorithm where the number of intermediate
results computed between Yi-n and Yi is non-linear in n. Of course a non-linear lower
bound on the number of such intermediate results would be extremely difficult to prove.
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